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OPERATOR  MANUAL
FS Electric Lubrication Pump



Our goal is to exceed our internal and external customer

expectations and to continuously improve quality products

and services that are error-free, on time, every time.
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Safety instructions

Prior to start up, we recommend to read the manual
carefully as improper operation may result in personal
injuries and damage to the product.

Warning about dangerous electric voltage. It's

obligatory to make sure power supply is shut down

before inspecting or maintaining work, as such work is

only to be carried out during shut-down.

Make sure housing or shell of the product is adequately

and securely grounded when wiring, otherwise, it may

cause serious damage to the product.

Safety sign for grounding.

The safety warnings contained in these operating instructions
which are specially marked with general danger symbols as
shown below have to be observed and followed strictly.

Declaration
All the parts are manufactured according to existing national regulations on labour

safety and accident preventation. Danger may take place during operation, which may

result in injuries to the operator or a third party person, or property loss. Therefore,

operation of this product must be performed according to theinstructions in the

operation manual.

NANJING BIJUR shall not be responsible for any damage

resulting from following reasons.

- Short of lubricant

- Use of solid lubricants or not suited lubricants

- Any use beyond the applications described in the manual

- Installation or connection mistake

- Incorrect operation for troubleshooting

The erecting, operating, maintaining, inspecting and repairing personnel must have the

appropriate qualification for such work.Authorized and qualified technicians refer to

those, who have acquired necessary knowledge and technique by adequate training and

Exemption of responsibilities

Authorized technicians for installation

US 4
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thoroughly studying the operating instructions,designated or appointed personnel by

the user. Furthermore, they should be familiar with related norms, regulations,

accident preventation, troubleshooting and working status of the product.

Only trained professional personnels are allowed to make electrical connections

according to local rules and regulations.

Incorrect connection may cause damage to materials and personal injuries.

Before executing inspection, repair, adjustment or relevant

Danger of electric shock

Danger on pressure-bearing system

operations, it's required to release pressure first because some

pressure may remain on the system.

Lubricants are hazardous substances to the soil and water source.Therefore, storage,

handling and transportation of them are subject to special requirements set by

environmental legislation.

- No limitation for road , air and sea transportation.

- Stored in a dry place between -40 to 70 .

- Packed goods must be handled very carefully.

operations, it's required to release pressure first because some

pressure may remain on the system.

FS electric grease lubricating pump is driven by DC motor with 24VDC. Motor can be

dust-proof and rain-proof. The diameter of grease tank reaches 220mm which is

larger than traditional ones.Rotating blades and cone springs are installed in grease

tanks which pressing oil pans to vertical moves along middle guide bars. Base utilizes

the wall thickness convex type design to minimize the residual oil; there are

program-controllers, low level alarm device and safety valve in grease pumps and level

alarm signals can be outputted.

℃ ℃

Environmental protection

Transportation and storage

General

US 5
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FS electric grease lubricating pump has four types including 4L, 6L, 8L, 10L and

material of grease tanks is transparent plastic. The output press is up to 30Mpa.

There are 1 to 3 oil outlets where overpressure safety protections are installed and

independent lubrication system is composed.

PRG is composed of FS electric grease lubricating pump and Increment Type

Distributor. Also SLR is made up of FS electric grease lubricating pump and control

parts. The lubricating grease can transport to different lubrication points timely and

quantitatively through program-controller.

FS pump is intended for centralized lubrication systems on windpower machines,

engineering machineries, walking mechanismsand machine tools, etc.

Application

Description of basic pumping elements

+  follower

FS
Electric Grease Pump

TOLL FREE:800-8286000

BIJUR DELIMON INTERNATIONAL

Signal output

reservoir
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FS
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Grease reservoir

Circuit interface

Grease filling inlets

NPT1/4 utlets
safety valve

o
( )

Singal output

NPT1/4 utlets
safety valve

o
( )

+ stir plate
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Technical specification

Rated pressure: 30Mpa

Motor voltage: 24VDC

Motor power: 70W

Outlet screw: NPT 1/4

Rated single-piston delivery rate: 3.5ml/min

Operating temperature: -35? ~ 80?

Acceptable lubricants: NLG1000~2#

(if operated at low temperature, select low

temperature lubricant)

Available reservoir capacities: 4L, 6L, 8L or 10L

Discharge element output port: Rc1/4 quick connector

Ip grade: IP -65

Schematic diagram of operating principles

Notes:

1.Select suited lubricants for the lubricating pump within specified temperatures.

Contact pump   manufacturer if need special assistance.

2. Electrical specification

Number of connections: 3 + PE

Specification of power cable : AWG20-14

Diameter of power cable:    6-9.5 mm

IP grade: IP67

Operating principles of FS pump

FS Electric Lubrication Pump

C

follower Stir plate

US 8
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FS Electric Lubrication Pump

The DC reducing motor imparts a rotary movement to the eccentric wheel

therefore forces the piston to perform suction and compression stroke. Piston

outlets and safety valves parallel each other and maximum working pressure is

controlled by safety valves (30Mpa after production).

In SLR system, grease lubrication in every outlet can be distributed to different

lubricating points according to a certain proportion by controller (CU); In PRG

system, grease lubrication can be transported to different points timely and

quantitatively under the supervisor of program controller with independent

lubricating system which are composed of outlets consisting of distributors.

Installation

210

7
0

Position of Mounting Holes

Fixing of FS Pump: It's fixed on the master equipment with four M10

Notes:

The pumping unit should be installed and mounted at appropriate location which is

free from outside disturbance or damage. See the drawing on the right and make the

mounting holes on the pumping unit. Mounting surface should be even and

mounting connection should be reliable.Furthermore, make sure the operational

space is wide enough so that inspection of lubricating system,

US 9



Dimensional Drawing

FS Electric Lubrication Pump

(mm)

Inspection before starting up pump

Fill the pump via grease fill fitting, make sure to use clean lubricant grease within

specific viscosity.  (Suited filling equipment is available as optional product)

Connect power cables and alarm signal wires according to specified requirements.

Please be noted that power voltage must comply to the rated voltage of electric

motor. pay attention to the positive and negative poles of power supply.

Check if there is any leakage on the joints between lubricating pump and system.

Power supply must be connected to pump properly and securely as required.

Check if there is any leakage on all the connectors and their joints. Make sure all

connections are reliable and securely.

+ follower

���� 4L 6L 8L 10L

L 386 386 489 542(mm)

+Stir plate

Grease tank capacity
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FS Electric Lubrication Pump

Note:

When the level line is lower than "min"(minimum), the grease should be fed to the tank

without delay, otherwise, air will get into the system which shall result in system failure.

Automatic inspection:

FS lubricator can be equipped with automatic oil level switch for inspection, if oil

level is lower than minimum, the lubricator shall stopworking automatically to protect

the system.

Filling of lubricants

Fill the lubricating pump body with grease by using electric motor driven grease filling

pump or air driven pump.

Any question on filling grease, please contact us.

Visual observation inspection:

Available for transparent tank, periodical inspection is required for safety purpose.

Level confirmation

FS
Electric Grease Pump

TOLL FREE:800-8286000

BIJUR DELIMON INTERNATIONAL

Inlet
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FS Electric Lubrication Pump

Schematic diagram for electrical connection

+ With  level signal output

+ Without level signal output

1

2

3

1+

2-

Power input connector
1-brown 2-bule

1

2

3

1+

2-

Power input connector
1-brown 2-bule

1

2

3

Signal output connector
1- rown 2- ule 3-blackb b

24VDC

24VDC

1+

2-

24VDC+

3+ Signal output

24V CD -
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Operation of program-controller

Panel

Function of pushbuttons:

There's a four digits LED display in display window to show status of system running

and programming. Meanings of the other three LED indicators are given bellow:

- Green LED for power supply

- Red LED for pump operation

- Yellow LED for low oil level alarm

Operation instructions

+Electricity

After electricity turn-on, Data works and displays before controller power-off

continuously. If reset, do as follows:

+Parameter setting

1)Press "S" key and "R" key at the same time to go into Setting mode. In this mode,

one cursor glitters.

2)Press button and button to change parameters according to function prompt of

left unit of setting items in flow chart.

3)Press “S” button to enter the next setting when completion.

(Methods of parameter change are the same as above.)

US 13
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+ Run and Pause

+ Program Browse

+ Alarm

Press “R” button to save parameters and run pump when all the data has been set.

Whenever controller is under any working condition, press “R” button to reset

according to saved parameters. For instance, when pre-filling grease, press “S”

and ”R” button at the same time to stop the running pump.

Press “S” button to browse saved parameters without affecting current status

whenever controller is under any condition. Pressthe button again for a while to

stop and back automatically.

Internal fault relay runs and output stops when controller is under any type of

alarm status.

Control modes

+ Time mode (d=1)

+ Pressure Mode (d=2)

+ Counting Mode (d=3)

User should select corresponding control mode according to configuration of

lubricating system.No other control modes can be selected only if the operator is

very familiar with the working processes of total lubrication system orthe operation

is performed under instructions of professional technicians.

This mode is mainly used for SLR system and PRG system.Lubrication system runs in

cycles according to grease supply time and intervals preset by the controller.

This mode is mainly used for PDI system.The grease supply process of lubrication

system is controlled by the pressure switch mounted on the lubricating pump or

lubricating system. The process from lubricating pump starting up to system

pressure reaching rated value must be finished within alarm time set by the

controller, such that when pressure switch is closed, controller glitters for four

times delay at current data and then forces the pump to stop, the grease supply

process is finished and system moves into interval counting. Otherwise, when

system has problem for grease supply due to leakage, plugging or damage to the

pump, the time required by system to build up pressure could be too long and reach

alarm time preset by controller, system shall output alarm signal for grease supply

failure, and LED displays as "EEPP". Changing the parameters under this status is

only possible by pressing "R" key first to release current alarm and going to setting

mode again. Alarm time should be set according to actual conditions (such as the

length of piping, delivery rate of grease) , and it's normal set from 4 to 8 seconds

longer than the time required by normal action of pressure switch.

This mode is mainly used for PDI system.

The grease supply process of lubrication system is controlled by the cycle switch

US 14
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mounted on the grease distributor. After starting up, if the system is under good

condition, the outlets of distributors supply grease. When a grease supply cycle is

completed, the cycle switch sends signals and controller counts. When the number

of grease supply cycles satisfies the setting value of controllers, controller output

stops and starts up interval time timing. when system has fault for grease supply

due to leakage, plugging or damage to the pump, the action time required by cycle

switch could be too long to reach alarm time preset by controller(5 min, unchanged),

system shall output alarm signal for grease supply failure and LED shall glitter at

current value.

This mode is mainly used for PULES system.

This mode controls the grease lubricating pump operate as pulse mode

(discontinuous) such as Pneumatic and Electromagnetic piston grease lubricating

pumps, which control Pneumatic Electromagnetic valve or drive on off of

Electromagnetic power(open and close time of pulse) to realize piston movements in

pumps and complete grease supply process.

+Pulse Mode (d=4)
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Maintenance
+The pipeline should be clean when connect.

+Should use clean grease.

+In order to prevent air enter, special filling tool should be used when

fill grease.

+The adhesive tape and floss can be used in screw connection.

+Should check the system periodical.

+In order to lubricator has a long work time, the lubricator continuous

work time should be short than 5 minutes and the rest time should long

than 2 minutes.

Note:

NANJING BIJUR shall not be responsible for any damaged products resulting in

improper operations. Any question during system operation, please contact us.

Troubleshooting

Symptom Possible cause Remedy

Motor does not rotate Check power supply or motor
No grease delivery at

outlets Air exists on the bottom of the reservoir
Care should be take to prevent air going to

reservoir during filling operation

Leakage at piping connection Check and remove leakage problems

Pumping elements are damaged Contact us
Pressure fail to build

Electromagnetic valve core does not close Check coils or windings

Electrical motor stop

pump fail to upload
Electromagnetic valve core deadlocks Clean valve core

US 16
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Ordering code

US 17

FS Electric Lubrication Pump

FS 4 P 35 — D2 N S1 — 1L

FS:model

Capacity

4： 4L

6： 6L

8： 8L

10： 10L

Type

P：follwer

S：stir plate

Voltage：

D2：24VDC

A2: 220VAC

Controller：

N：NO

C：Yes（only follower）

Outlet

1M： one,at middle；

1L： one,at left；

1R： one,at right

2LM：two outlets at left at middle；

2MR：two outlets at middle at right；

2LR：two outlets at left at right；

3： three outlets

Level switch

N：no

S1：PNP NC signal for low level (only follower)；

S2: PNP NO signal for low level (only follower)；

S3: PNP NC signal for low level (only follower)；

S4：PNP NO signal for low level (only follower)；

S5：putout pulse signal above of low level;

S6：putout pulse signal below of low level;

output ml/min：

25--2.5；

35--3.5；

50--5；



List of spare parts

Notes:

To avoid possible mistake or misunderstanding, please give us the correct product

information as described in the above in the ordering sheet when ordering.

Item Part P.N. Description QTY.

1 53799-5 Piston 3

2 22178-6 Sealing 1

3 25589-55 Washer 6

4 25589-7 Washer 3

5 22100-166 O ring 1

6 49653-8 Switch 1

7 22474 Safe valve 1

8 22450-1 Motor (24VDC) 1

9 30136-2 Filling adapter 1

10 50122-1 Connector plug assy. 1

11 47246-1 Flange washer 1

+follower and Stir plate
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